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A note on adding objects to an existing twoway graph
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Abstract. In Stata, graphs are usually generated by one call to the graph command. Sometimes, however, it would be convenient to be able to add objects to a graph after the graph has been created. In this article, I provide a command called addplot that offers such functionality for twoway graphs, capitalizing on an undocumented feature of Stata’s graphics system.
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1 Introduction

Even very complex plots with multiple overlays of data, different plot types, and verbose labeling are usually created by one graph command. This works well in most situations, but sometimes, it would be convenient to be able to modify a graph after it has been created. For example, you might need to modify a graph for which you have only the graph file but not the data used to generate the graph. Furthermore, certain modifications are difficult to achieve within a standard graph command.

Ex-post modifications of graphs can be conducted using Stata’s Graph Editor (see [G-1] graph editor), a point-and-click device that lets you add labels and lines or other objects and can also be used to move objects around or delete them. Twoway graphs (see [G-2] graph twoway), however, can also be built by applying multiple graph commands one after another, a feature of Stata’s graphics system that is undocumented and therefore unknown to most users. Here I present the command addplot to facilitate sequential construction of twoway graphs.

Note that many Stata commands feature an addplot() option for adding extra twoway plots to a graph (see [G-3] addplot_option). The addplot command presented here differs from this option in that it is applied as an independent call after the original graph has been created.
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2 Syntax

`addplot` is a simple wrapper compiling a call to Stata’s graphics system that appends additional twoway commands to an existing graph. Its syntax is as follows:

```stata
addplot [graphname] [numlist] : twoway_plots
```

where `graphname` is the name of the memory graph to be modified. The current (topmost) graph is used if `graphname` is omitted.

`numlist` provides the numbers of the subgraphs to be modified (shorthand conventions as explained in [U] 11.1.8 `numlist` may be applied). This is useful if a graph contains multiple twoway subgraphs that were created using the `by()` option (see [G-3] `by_option`) or `graph combine` (see [G-2] `graph combine`). All twoway subgraphs found in the graph are modified if `numlist` is omitted.

`twoway_plots` is any twoway graph command (without the leading `graph twoway` statement), possibly containing multiple plots as in

```stata
addplot: (plot1) (plot2) ... [, options]
```

or

```stata
addplot: plot1 || plot2 ... [||, options]
```

or possibly containing only twoway options as in

```stata
addplot: , options
```

Technical note

To ensure that the added data points fit in the plot region even if they are outside the range of the axes of the existing plot, `addplot` recompiles the axes of the plot using default settings. To prevent `addplot` from recompiling the axes, you can apply an (undocumented) option called `norescaling` to the added `twoway` command. That is, to preserve the existing axis labels and ranges, type

```stata
addplot: [plots], [options] norescaling
```

Technical note

`addplot` may cause a legend to be added to the graph. To suppress adding a legend, apply option `legend(off)` to the added `twoway` command (see the examples below). Furthermore, `addplot` always re-creates an existing legend using default legend keys. To preserve or create a custom legend, you must specify an appropriate `legend(order())` option with the added `twoway` command (see [G-3] `legend_options`).

```stata
addplot: , legend(order())
```
3 Examples

The general procedure is to first create a basic twoway graph and then apply `addplot`, possibly multiple times, to complement the graph. The following is a basic example (see figure 1 for the resulting graph):

```stata
. sysuse auto
(1978 Automobile Data)
. twoway scatter price mpg
. addplot: scatter price mpg if price>15000 | mpg>40, msymbol(i)
    > mlabel(make) mlabposition(9) legend(off)
. addplot: pcarrowi 14000 23 15500 21.5 (3) "expensive car"
    > 2000 38 5000 40.7 (6) "high mileage car"
```

Figure 1. Basic example

The first `addplot` command labels some outliers by superimposing a labeled scatterplot with invisible markers. The `legend(off)` option has been added to omit the legend that is added by default in graphs that contain multiple plots.

The second `addplot` command adds the arrows and additional labels using the `pcarrowi` plot type (see [G-2] `graph twoway pcarrowi`).

Note that the two modifications could also have been applied in one step by using one `addplot` call.

```stata
. twoway scatter price mpg
. addplot: (scatter price mpg if price>15000 | mpg>40, msymbol(i)
    > mlabel(make) mlabposition(9)) (pcarrowi 14000 23 15500 21.5 (3)
    > "expensive car" 2000 38 5000 40.7 (6) "high mileage car"),
    > legend(off)
```
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The previous graph can easily be produced by one graph command, so there is not much advantage of using `addplot`.

```
. twoway (scatter price mpg) (scatter price mpg if price>15000 | mpg>40, >   msymbol(i) mlabel(make) mlabposition(9)) (pcarrowi 14000 23 15500 21.5 (3) >   ”expensive car” 2000 38 5000 40.7 (6) ”high mileage car”), >   legend(off)
```

However, `addplot` can also apply modifications that would be difficult to achieve within one graph command, as the following example illustrates (see figure 2 for the resulting graph):

```
. scatter mpg turn, by(foreign) jitter(2) msymbol(Oh) 
. summarize mpg if foreign==0, meanonly 
. addplot 1: , yline(’r(mean)’) norescaling 
. summarize mpg if foreign==1, meanonly 
. addplot 2: , yline(’r(mean)’) norescaling 
. summarize mpg, meanonly 
. addplot: , yline(’r(mean)’, lpattern(dash)) norescaling
```

In this example, a graph containing separate plots for two subsamples is produced using the `by()` option (see [G-3] `by_option`). Then, two `addplot` calls are used to add subgroup-specific medians as solid reference lines (`addplot 1` modifies the first subgraph; `addplot 2` modifies the second subgraph). In this example, the `norescaling` option is applied to prevent rescaling of the axes of the individual subgraphs (see the technical note above). Finally, a third `addplot` command is used to add the global median as a dashed reference line in both subgraphs. Subgraph-specific reference lines can also be manually added using the graph editor. However, using `addplot` seems
more convenient, especially if additional computations are involved as in the present example.

An interesting aspect of the `norescaling` option is that it allows you to place objects outside the plot region. The following is an example in which nonstandard labeling is added to the right of the plot region (see figure 3 for the resulting graph):

```stata
.scatter mpg turn, jitter(2) msymbol(Oh)
.addplot: (scatteri 10.0 52 10.0 53 19.5 53 19.5 52, recast(line) lp(l))
> (scatteri 20.5 52 20.5 53 29.5 53 29.5 52, recast(line) lp(l))
> (scatteri 30.5 52 30.5 53 40.0 53 40.0 52, recast(line) lp(l)),
> graphregion(margin(r=11)) legend(off) norescaling
> text(15 52.5 "low" 25 52.5 "medium" 35 52.5 "high",
> orientation(rvertical))
```

![Figure 3. Adding objects outside the plot region](image)

Three `scatteri` commands are used to draw the brackets (see [G-2] `graph twoway scatteri`); the `text()` option is used to add the labels (see [G-3] `added_text_options`); and the `graphregion()` option is used to increase the margin on the right of the graph to make space for the brackets and labels (see [G-3] `region_options`).
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